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Fight Ma rs CCB Picnic
The All College Picnic last Friday was a pleasure and a success
for the majority of Kean students
in attenda nce, nevertheless; it
had some serious difficulties.
· First, there was a fist fight
between Bob Reilley, the Chair
of CCB, and Robert Hendrix a
membr of the New Riders of the
Purple Sage staff. Second, both
the Robert Hunter show and the
New Riders act ended their performances prematurely.

Fight Mars Picnic
The d ifficu lties started in the
Little Theater when some CCB
memhers and college staff
people were asked by Hendrix to
clear the stage for a picture taking session. An argument then
started between Reilley and
Hendrix that, witnesses said,
" Seemed to be resolved, the
stage was cleared, the photos
were taken and everything
seemed settled." Accounts of
the argument vary from witness
to witness though with some saying that Reilley overreacted to

I
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on the checks for both groups.
The concerts were to cost a total
of approximately ,250. Cero
added " The next course of action will be to issue checks that
reflect the actual times the
groups played for." The
,;lifference will be approximately $1,200 less than was
originally allocated.
Many people felt that the
reasons the groups left early was
that they were rushing to make
their shows at the Capital
Theater in Passaic later that
evening. John Lacosta who
chairs CCB's Special Events Committee, the group · running the
show, said, " it was incredible,
during the last encore the lead
singer of New Riders said, 'Hey
thanks a lot, we got to go now,
we got a show to do at the Capital
oonight,' and there was still 15
minutes of show left." La Costa
said that when he notified the
groups of this he got nt response.
He added, " One guy just walked
away and laughed."

Hendri~'s requ est and others
saying that Hendrix was loud and
abusive and demanded tha t the
people on the stage leave.
The fight had not begun
though , and several minutes
later one of the people who had
vacated the Little Theater at Hendrix 's request said, " I turned
around and saw Bob Reilley
co vered with mud and blood. "
Bob Reilley has been advised by
his lawyer to refrain from commenting on the matter. It is apparent that a suit and a countersuit of assault between Reilley
and Hendrix have been filed.

Groups Leave
Prematurely
Both of the acts did not fulfill
their contractual obligations to
play for one and one half hours
each with Robert Hunter playing
for only one hour and the New
Riders playing for one hour and
fifteen minutes.
Gus Cero, Business Manager
for Student Organization said
that payment has been stopped

Photo by D~niel T. Pyle

Bob ReOley whose nose Will broken at a scuffle during the All College
Picnic was advised by his l.awyer not to comment on the incident.
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Latins Sponsor Voting Registration Drive Enrollments Up, For Now
CPS- First estimates of fall enrollment in American colleges
and universities see an increase
of 2.8 percent over • - f.Ws
level. The National Center for
Educational Statistics (NCES) expects a t otal of 11.6 million on
campus, 320,000 more than
1977's 11.28 million.
If the estimates prove true the Center won't have final
figures until the spring-this will
be the second consecutive
autumn increase. Many schools,
though, are still trying to recover
from the fall of 1976, when enrollment in public colleges and
universities dropped a precipitious nine percent.
And many administrators are
still preparing for drops in the
future. Demographers say the
nation simply won't be producing enough 18-year-olds in the
1980's to allow schools to maintain their course cliversity and
by Bonnie Gorczyca
physical plant.
On Friday, September 29, a voting registration drive was sponsored by Lambda Theta Phi (Latin FraterSome analysts also think that
nity) and Phi Theta Alpha (Latin Sorority). The drive began at 10:00 in the dorms. Ho1-1sing, in cooperation fewer 18-year-olds will enroll in
with the Latin Fraternity and Sorority, sent memos to all of the RA's informing them of the voter registra- college in the future because-of a
tion drive. Over 60 dorm residents were registered from all over the state.
predicted slackening of demand
At 1 :00 the drive moved over to the Student Center and set up a table in front of The Spanish Cultural for educated workers.
and Social Club office. Approximately 130 more voters were registered as they passed by the table on-their
Specifically, by 1980 there
way to and from the All College Picnic.
should be some 4.2 million 16The drive was conducted as a community project by the Latin Fraternity and Sorority and also as part of year-olds- who might go to
their pledging program. Next semester they will conduct their annual Citizenship drive, which has b~~r:i college-.· By ·1990; that flumber
.
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very successful m the past.
.......,
.
will fall to 3.4 million. Even fewer

Kean College Hotline Still One of the Best
the primary ingredient in making
The following is a press release
the center what it is today. In the
from the National Hotline and
latest evaluation released by the
Crisis Intervention Network.
National Hotline and Crisis InterThe Communication Help
vention Network, . the Kean
Center continues to be cited as
one of the top crisis interven- College Program was rated first
in Training, Administration, and
tion programs in the nation. The
rapport.
Mr.
program began back in 1971 , Community
O ' Donnell feels that these areas
under its' present Director Tom
O 'Donnell. Since then the are essential to the overall
program has attracted over 1,000 success of crisis intervention servolunteers, which also makes it vices, and plays a key role in their
one of the largest volunteer effectiveness with clients. The
programs in the nation. The center also was rated high in
program has also been one of the volunteer intake an area of
most active, totaling over 45,000 primary concern for crisis intervention administrators since
calls since 1971.
has decreased
Many different factors have volunteerism
contributed to the success of the drastically during the past three
center. Mr. O'Donnell has cited years in our nation. This year, achis dedicated volunteer staff as cording to Mr. O ' Donnell, the

program continues to attract
many volunteers with 87 new
members so far.
Mr. O ' Donnell is Eastern
Coordinator for the National
Hotline and Crisis Intervention
Network. He will be doing a leeture tour in December that will
take l)im to three states. He plans
to tafk about volunteerism and
its' impact on the social service
Year
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
7 years

system in our society.
The Center has an administrative assistant Susan Wibber;
Walk-In
Coordinator;
John
Kulesza; Outreach Coordinator, Mary Alice Arre; Treasurer,
Dan Pyle; and Hotline Coordinator Joe Savoly·. The Center is
open 9-1 - 2-1 and the numbers
are 527-2330, 527-2360 and 2892101 .
Calls
771
3,536
5,650
7,775

Volunteers
71
209
126
152
153
132
116

9,2-47
11,450

959

45,-431

6,002

18-year-olds will be available to
populate the campuses in the
earlv 1990's.
For tfle mocnent, though, the
NCES sees enrollment at publ ic
colleges and universities hitting
9.1 million, with another 2.5
million at private schools.

Montclair State
Dorm Infested
With Lice
(MONTC-LAI R)
Five
students cases of lice infestation
have bee]l reported and treated
since the 15th floor of a Montclair State College dormitory was
found to be infested with lice.
College officials say the
problems at Bohn Hall , a 16-floor
dormitory housing 600 students,
began last week.
Student resident advisors who
supervise the dormitory initiated
a complete wash-down of the
building, which includes disinfecting all bath facilities.

ATTENTION
The LEADERSHIP CONFER·
ENCE for 1978 is scheduled for lhe

weekend of October 27, 28 and
29th. As you may recall. i.t year's
conference was quite successful
and we are anticipating a new
learning experience this year. The
facilitaton are currently orpnizing lhe agenda with..emph.isis on
communication between students and groups and also anertiveness training. Registration will
begin today, Thunday, Od. 5th
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in lhe
bookkeepers office in Student
Organization, CC128. The conference is open to any full-time
undergraduate students of Kean
on a first-come fint--serve basis.
We are limited to the number of
students we can accommodate,
so pleue plan to sign up as soon
as possible. If you have any qllfftions concerning the conference, don't hesitate to call my•
self, Ray Parente, at 289-6200 in
Student Org,
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COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
In association with th e Graduate Student Council

indicated that at the present time
by Kevin Davis
the state is making no plans to
Veterans who did not attend
conti nu e the veterans ' program .
classes during the summ er
should
not
e x pect
their
The law regardin g the
September GI bill checks until
Veterans Tuition Credi t Program
the middle o f October at the
states that New Jersey veterans
earliest, according to campu s Vet
are eligible for payments for
Rep, Mike Driscoll.
eight semester s, however, no
Kean Coordinator of Veteran
funds have, as yet , been approA ffairs Steve Vence explain ed
pr iated for the continuance of
that, " under VA rules, the Offi ce
the program . State Senator
of Veteran Affairs could not send
William J. Hamilton , a Middlein enrollment certification forms
sex County Democrat , has intrountil the beginning of the Fall
duced a bill (S-1184) authorizing
semester, September 7th . It
a $2,000,000 appropriation for
usually takes 6 to 8 weeks for the
t he veterans tuition credit
VA to process the forms and send
program . While S-1184 drew
· out the veterans check ."
' fifteen co-sponsors , it has lan" Also any veteran who enquished, untouched in the
rolled after September 7th , will
Senate's Revenue, Finance, and
probably not receive the SepAppropriations Committee since
tember check until the end of
May 22, 1978.
October . At that time the SepVeterans interested in having
tember and October checks
· should arrive," Mr. Vence continued . " New students should
also expect their monthly checks
WASHINGTON, D .C. - The
to start 6 to 8 weeks from the date
they registered with the Office of National Research Council will
Veteran Affairs or September advise the National Science
Foundation in the selection of
7th , whichever is later. "
" When can I sign up for the candidates for the Foundation 's
state GI bill (New Jersey Vet- program of Minority Graduate
erans ' Tuition Credit Program?) , Fellowships. Panels of eminent
has been the most often asked scientists and engineers appointquestion at the veterans ' office ed by the National Research
this semester. Steve Vence has Council will evaluate qualifica-

KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
15th ANNUAL READING CONFERENCE
and
READING CONFERENCE WORKSHOP*
"READING: SKILLS AND MORE"

the state GI bill funded again for
the Fall 1978 and Sp ring 1979
semesters should contact their
State Senators and / or Assemblymen, enco uraging them to
release S-1 184 from Comm itt ee
and to pass the bill.
The Office of Vetera ns Affairs
once again has available the New
Jersey Veterans' pv il Service
Preference Claim application .
New Jersey vets are entitled to an
absolute preference on all state
civil servi ce tests . This means
vetera ns who pass the state examinations are moved to the top
of the civil service lists for the
tested position . In order to
receive the preference, veterans
must have a preference number,
which can be obtained by sending a preference application
and a DD-214 to the Civil Service
Commission.

Keynot Speaker: Dorothy Strickland , President, Int ernational Readi ng
Association
" A CHALLENGE FOR CHANGE"
Post-Lun cheon Speaker : Charles Smith from The Children 's Television
Workshop
Date: Saturday, October 14, 1978
Pla ce: WILKINS THEATER
Kean College of New Jersey. Morris Avenue, Union, New Jersey 07083
PROGRAM FORMAT
8:00- 9:00 ......................................... Regist ration
9:00-10 :15 ....•.. . ... . .. . .. .. ........•....•.... Keynote Speaker
10;.25-11 :25 .... ... ........• .' ....•.........•. ...... ..... Session I
11 :35-12 :35 .....•. . ........ . .......................... Session II
12 :35- :00 .... ... ... ... ....... . .•... . •........ .. ... . .. .. . Lunch
2:00- 3:00 .............. .. ........... .. . Post-Luncheon Speaker
3:00- 4:00 ............... . ........... . ....... Workshop Session
Book Exhibits will be open continuously from 10:00-2 :00

The Fall Reading Conference will be held on Saturday,
October 14, 1978 in the Wilkins 1 heatre for the Performing Arts. The Keynote Speaker for the all day Conference will be Dr. Dorothy Strickland, President of the
I.R.A. (International Reading Association) , and a Kean
College Professor in the Early Childhood Department.

Minority Graduate .fellowships

Two Timers
Selected Recycled
Clothes and
Unique Imports.
Near New Name Brand Jeans
$8.00
***
Near New Corderoy Jeans
$8.50 ,
***
Name Brand Re-cycled Jeans
$6.50
***
Location:
250 Main Street
Madison, N.J. 07940
Hours:
Mon., Wed., Thurs. Fri. ·
10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
***
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
***
Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
***
CLOSED TUESDA VS

tions of applicants. Final selection of Fellows will be made by
the Foundation, with awards to
be announced in March 1979.
The NSF Minority Graduate
Fellowship Program is open only
to persons who are citizens or
nationals of the United States as
of the time of application , and
who are members of an ethnic
minority group under-represented in the advanced levels of
the Nation 's science talent .pool
- i.e., American Indian, Alaskan
Native (Eskimo or Aleut), Black,
Mexican American/Chicano, or
Puerto Rican.
Initial NSF Minority Graduate
Fellowship awards are intended
for students at or near the beginning of their graduate study. Eligibility is limited to those individuals who, as of the time of application, have not completed
post-baccalaureate study in excess of 30 semester hours or 45
quarter hours, or equivalent, in
any field of science, engineering, social science, or mathe-

matics. Subject to the availability of funds, new fellowships
awarded in the spring of 1979 will
be for periods of three years, the
second and third years contingent on certification to the
Foundation by the fellowship
institution of the student's satisfactory progress toward an advanced degree in science.
These fellowships will be
awarded for study or work leading to master's or doctoral
degrees in the mathematical,
physical, medical, biological ,
engineering and social sciences,
and in the history and philosophy of science.
The deadline date for the submission of applications for NSF
Minority Graduate Fellowships is
December 8, 1978. Further information and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National
Research Council , 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington,
D.C. 20418.

POUR MAN'S INN
476 Bloy Street
Hillside, N.J.
W✓ELCOMES
KEAN COLLEGE STUDENTS!

Featuring
• Cable T. V. Sports• Tues. - Ladies Nite
• Sunday and Monda y Football Specials
• Wednesday - Fraternity Nite
• Frosted Mugs - Jumbo Sandwiches
• BEST PRICES

Dr. Strickland 's presentation
will be follo\Ved by two workshop sessions during which participants can select from 12 different sections at each hour. A
lunch break is provided at this
time with a box lunch available
on campus . Our post-luncheon
speaker will be a representative
from the " Childrens Television
Workshop" of Sesame Street and
The Electric Company fame.
Book Exhibits will be on display continuously from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m . in Downs Hall.
One point of college credit is
available for participation in the
Conference on both the
graduate and undergraduate
level. For credit, students must
attend the Conference and complete four written assignments as
well as applying and paying for
the credit desired.

Homingcoming

'78
Kathy Grischbowsky was
crowned Kean College's 1978
Homecoming Queen, Saturday
Night -during half-time of the
Kean Montclair game. Kathy was
sponsored by Nu Delta Pi Fraternity and Zeta Delta Pi Sorority
and Bartlett Hall. She resides in
the dorms, serving as a Residence Assistant as well as on
many college committees .
Serving as 1st runner up to the
Queen is Linda Grosc:hadl.
Second runner-up was named
Ana Corbacho sponsored by
Sigma Pi Fraternity , Chapter
Sigma Theta chi . Theresa Baskerville of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and Nora Blandon sponsored
by Latin Fraternity and Sorority,
Spanish Social and Cultural Club,
Proud and the Cuban Committee tied as third runners-up to
our queen . Kathy will represent
Kean in the preliminaries for the
Garden State Pageant and the
Orange Bowl pageant this fall.
',.

.· ..

NAVY OFFICER....

YOU GO RESPONSIBILITY

Pete Morone on Guitar
Thursday Nites, Oct. 12 & 19

ONLY 1.8 Miles from Kean

JEAN SALE
• Viceroy Jeans
• Landlubber Jumpers
• Shadows Skirts
Coat Dresses
Oct. 9th in College Center

:.
~,

THEMOMENTYOU-1
GET THE STRIPES.·-

A lot of companies will offer you
an important sounding.title.
But how many offer you a really
important job.
In the Navy, you get one as
soon as you earn your commission. A job v.ith responsibility.
A job that requires skill and
leadership . A job that's more
than j ust a job, because it's also
an adventure.
,
If that's the kind of job you're
looking for, speak to your local
recruiter. Contact:

B~stswain Mate
Second Class Budd
351-2655

1

The Homesteader

WKCU Aids High School

Campus H o using (,"onsumer (}ommentary
By now you may con si der
yoursel f a full-fledged resident.
Unfortunately we old timers are
stil l observing you with watchful
eyes. You will never really know
how it feels to be a full-fledged
resident .until you have been
here for at least two years. That's
right, two years ! Everyone has to
be the low man or woman on the
totem pole at least once in their
lives. Even yours truly was once a
new resident who asked all kinds
of stupid questions. I didn 't have
The Homesteader to answer my
questions so consider yourself
lucky. By reading this column
faithfully I hope I cah share my
plethora of information with
you. I want you to feel like fullfledged residents even though
you are not. (I'm also trying for
Sainthood).
Probably one of the biggest
hassles you will encounter will
not come from your Resident Assistant, or your Head Resident, or
even the Housing Office. It will
come from your apartment
mates or even your own roommate. Of course not all residents
will
have
these
particular
problems, but there are exceptions to every rule.
In this article I will attempt to
inform
you
about
these
problems you may encounter
with your room-mates. Hopefully you will be able to prevent
these problems befor~ they occur.
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t he apart m ent to clean up after
them se lves. If you mess up you
should clean up! Remember you
left your mother at home. Never
let the dishes wait until morning,
wash after every meal or as soon
as you can. If you don 't want to
wash dishes use paper plates and
cups when you are running on a·
tight schedule.
Because the price of food is sky
high you can be sure it will be
one of the reasons you may want
to apply physical pain to your
room-mates heads.
If you are going to buy food
together as one happy family,
don't be surprised if after awhile
you feel you are not getting your
fair share. A good example of this
is the time you wanted the last
piece of ham and y'ou did hot get
it.
The next time you go shopping
buy things that can easily be
divided and put away individually. It may sound petty but mark
your food if you have to. When
you buy food together take into
consideration your roommates
before you polish off the last
piece of fruit or beer. Also try to

set a mu tually acceptable time
for dinne r so everyon e gets a
piece of meatloaf.
If at any time something about
your roommate or apartment
mates is bothe~ing you, talk
about it to them. Don 't let petty
annoyances accumulate into
bigger problems. (Your roommate may not know his feet smell
like burnt toast).
If my suggestions don 't sit right
with you , draw up your own
guidelines and have everyone in
the apartment agree to them.
Post t_hese guidelines for living
together , and make sure
everyone adheres to them.
P.S. Keep those cards and
letters rolling in. C/O The
Homesteader . .Send them to the
Indy.
The Kean College Sigma Xi
Club will hold its first regular
meeting of the Fall Semester on
Tuesday, October 10, 1978at3:05
p.m . in Bruce 123. All members
and other interested persons are
invited to attend and participate.

Key members from the WKCU
Executive Board took their Radio
know-how to WRJH , the infant
stati o n ·of Rahway Junior Hi gh
School.
The WRJH staff, whi ch ha s no
radio broadcast experience,
seemed to be very enthusiastic
and eager to learn as the WKCU
members conducted their radio
workshop.
The workshop was begun by
Tara Higgins, Executive Secretary of WKCU. Sue Gunter, a
member ..of the publicity staff,
then explained the duties of a
Publicity Director of a radio
station .
Fred Raimondi , WKCU 's
Music Director, gave a lengthy
discussion on the responsibilities of a Music Director.
Ken Bellero, station Manager,
then explained the duties of
Program Director , Station
Manager, and General Manager.
Finishing the workshop were
~eith Stone and Dave Pleuler
who discussed the workings of~
radio news department.
After the formal speeches,
each member took the members
of their respective departments
aside and worked with them on
an individual basis.
When asked about the new

station , Daphne Smith, 14, of
WRJH said , " it should be a big
change because morning annou ncements are so b o ring.
Radio w ill be an exci ting and
interesting change. "
Joe Timko, 13, Program Directis hoping for big student involvement. "

?r of WRJH said, " WRJH

Joe also commented " I really
like radio and I'm considering
radio as a career."
Marsha Wa.tson is the Faculty
Advisor of WRJH and when
asked about the beginning of the
station, said, " When I was in high
school I did a show and I thought
it would be a real academic help
to the students, because they
could apply and develop their
writing skills as well as learn
about a viable career possibility. "
She feels that a radio station is
more practical than some of the
other activities offered on the
Junior High Level.
She also added , " WKCU has a
good program and a very pro·fessional
and
community
minded staff. We didn ' t expect
to get the tremendous cooperation and assistance we have
received ."

There are three major
problems that seem to crop up
continually , they turn once congenial room-mates into battling
beasts. These problems revolve
around the phone bill, cleaning
the apartment, and food.
The problem with the phone
bill is thatn~rnesonce• ,m,,nns..

When you receive the phone bill
make it an apartment policy to
collect the phone money from
your room-mates as soon as possible, especially if the phone is in
your name. The longer you put
this off the more likely a chance
your
room-mates
have of
developing amnesia about certain phone calls they may have
made. If you or your room-mates
can ' t account for certain
numbers you are billed for get
into the habit of writing these
numbers down when you make
the calls. Of course not all
people a re honest when it comes
to paying b ills. Often times there
will be calls made on your phone
you can 't account for. In this case
divide these call cha·rges equally
among the apartment members.
It's only fai r. If at any time you
feel you have been billed incorrectly do not hesitate to call
" Ma Bell ," you will find she has a
heart.
Cleaning the apartment always
seems to be one problem that
will always exist . You can be sure
this problem will arise at least
once a month because the apartments are inspected once a month. Usually apartments run the
gaunt from super clean to down
right disgusting. Not everyone is
Felix Unger.
Before inspection make sure
everyone in the apartment has a
job to do. These jobs include
cleaning the oven , defrosting the
refrigerator, cleaning and waxing the floor, and clean ing the
bathroom and vanity. Because
some of these jobs are harder
than others, simply rotate the
cleaning chores.
If you fi nd one member unwilling to lift a finger to help, use
group pressure on him or her
until they do their particular
chores. They have to get sick of
hearing your mouth sooner or
later. If this fails ask your R.A. to
apply a little friendly persuasion. Also try to get everyone in

''THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL" Executive Producer ROBERT FRYER
Music by IERRY OOlDSMllH Screenplay by HEYWOOD GOULD
From the novel by IRA LEVIN Produced by MARTIN RICHARDS
and STANLEY O'TOOLE Directed by FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS THURSDAY, OCT. 5
-

MANHATTAN -

WALTER READE'S

ZIEGFELD
54TH ST.
BET. 6TH & 7TH AVE.
(212) 765-7600

-

NASSAU -

- - WESTCHESTER--

MANN'S

GENERAL CINEMA'S

TWIN SOUTH

CENTRAL PLAZA

MID ISLAND
SHOPPING PLAZA
HICKSVILLE
(516) 433-2400

CENTRAL AVENUE
YONKERS
(914) 793-3232

- - - - - - NEWJERSEY-------

GENERAL CINEMA'S,

RKOPARAMUS
ROUTE4
PARAMUS. NEW JERSEY
(201) 487-7909

MENLO PARK CINEMA
RT. 1 AT PARSONAGE ROAD
EDISON
(201) 549-6767
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independenl
EDITORIAL
Two sessions ago, Stud~ent Council mandated by consent that
Ray Parente, as President of Student Organization, would request from the Central Intelligence Agency copies of any intelligence that may have been collected or gathered on Student
Org. and Kean College. At this present time, almost four weeks
later, no requests have been sent. Should we grow to expect
governa,n ce through inaction and indecision by the Parente Administration as a rule?

*****
The importance of the Leadership Conference that is announced on the front page should not be underestimated by
student leaders, Student Council in particular. Counc,il, both
this year and last, has shown many disturbing signs of an irratio~al group behavior mentality; too many times Council has acted
like it did two sessions ago when council members disregarded
the Bylaws of the constitution to excuse each others absences.
Too many times council shows such d(sturbing signs of irrational group behavior as those that caused the disasters at Pearl
Harbor, in the Korean War, and at the Bay of Pigs: Council acts
as if it is responsible only to itself, and subsequently needs no input from outsiders, not even the student body. Too many times
we find individuals on council siding with a disagreeable majority and acting self-righteous, citing, " at least we cared
enough to run," or rationalizing " what does it matter anyway?
No one cares, no one votes."
The Independent has, in the past, served as the medium that
.,.;:;::_ both covered and chastized council as to its receptiveness to the
sentiment of the student body. We now feel that although the
lndependent's policy in the past may have been very well infor~ed as to the pros and cons of an issue, it was pretentious to
assume that those opinions were the consensus of the student
body.
For those reasons, the Independent will be aggressively seeking within the next few weeks student opinions on such diverse
and controversial subject as: " Do you think that you are getting
what you pay for the mandatory student fees?," "Should parking facilities be expanded?," or " Should a new student union
be funded by students? " and other subjects that crop up or are
suggested. To do this the Independent will be setting up a table
outside its office in the College Center seeking signatures on
the above mentioned issues. As always, volunteers are needed
to wo/man the tables and to help write up the questions. Please
come down and sign up on our hours board.
It must be stressed here that the Independent-will not necessarily agree with the results of this grass-roots polling effort but
we feel that you ta.nnot co uncil ·potential" suici8es unless ·yo u l'
know their intentions._ You also cannot represent students
unless you know how they feel.
We have implied above that one way to avoid irrational
group behavior is for the Independent to aggressively s~ek
student input. Another way would be for council to responsibly accept their positions as leaders and not merely acquiesce
to another council members uninformed opinion. As student
leaders, council -should represent the interests of the students,
not only tt,e interest of council.
Remember, it was taken for granted that Pearl Harbor wa_s impregnable, is Student Council?
Effective leadership actively promoting student access to the
governing process is representation. Shouldn't you be going on
the Leadership Conference?

nde0endent
_etters~p
Kreskin Praised . ..
_ Kean Disgraced
Dear Editor :
As a student and an alumnus o f Kean College w ~ would like to !'!Xpress our embarrassment towards the four peDple who " helped " Mr.
Kreskin w ith his check-finding act on Wednesday, the 27th in Wilk ins
Theatre. Their deliberate attempt to misguide the mentali st in his
search was cruel , injust and di sgracef ul. It was not jlist a matter of
money but the defa cement of the man 's reputation which wa s at
stake .
Perhaps the most amazing part of the show was Kreskin's ability to
detect the conspiracy. Yes, all was not lost, he found the check! And
we thank his seeini;c (as opposed to lucky) stars he did. For failure that
night, as he publicly announced, would result in a discontinuation of
of the highlight in his performance . .
We are truly sorry that these four representatives of the Kean
College Community could not match Kreskin's sincerity. To err is
human , to forgive is the fine show Kreskin continued to completion .
May the force of para-psychology march on and man 's lust for deception dim inish!
C. Douglas Bc!ttenhausen
& James P. McKenna Jr.

Kreskin, Take Two
Dear Editor,
Two things happened at Kean last Wednesday night which I
wanted to make other people aware of.
Last Wednesday night, Kreskin came to our school and put on a
show for us which was absolutely amazing. Al so, last Wednesday
night was the first time I have ever felt ashamed o f being a Kean
College student.
I will explain how these two statements are connected : The highlight o f Kreskin 's act is having h is check hidden and t hen locating it by
using his powers of mental concentration . If for an y reason he is
unable to locate the check, he then forfeits it and refuses payment for
that particular evening. The money is then returned to whoever paid
for that performance. He attempted last Wednesday night with a
committee consisting of four people - three students and a woman
from outside the college community. This committee wa s supposed
to hide the check and then concentrate on its location and in this
way, Kreskin could find it. Very unfortunatel y, it took Kreskin 40
minutes to find the hidden check, and although his task was made
completely unfair, he did finally locate it by using his mental abilities.
The reason that I use the word " unfair" is because this committee
had made an agreement to concentrate on everywhere except the
spot where the check was hidden. Obviously, this was totally

independenl
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dishonest from the very beginning.
After trying (and failing) to find the hidden check with the three
students, Kreskin was ready to give up and told us so. However, the
majority ot the audience was with rather than against him and convinced him to try again. When he got to the woman, she confessed
the details of the agreement to him. Although by this time, he
appeared completely worn out emotionally and also physically
drained, he attempted to locate the check once more. The difference this time was that the woman was really concentrating on the
check's location and Kreskin was able to find it in less than five
minutes. He immediately received a long and sincere standing ovation .
It is to Kreskin's credit (and not ours) that he came back on stage
after an intermission and continued his show rather than simply
leaving, which I think would have been perfectly justified.
I really felt ashamed to be part of the audience that night. When
people in the theatre began to realize what had been going on, I
think that many of them, like myself, simply could not believe that
people would deliberately do such a deceitful thing. How could any
student at this school or any person who represents the school , deliberately do something like that to a man who had come to Kean
College to entertain us and give us something of himself? What right
did they have to play with someone's mind?
I found it very interesting and a little sad that it took someone from
outside the college to admit to what was going on. Again, woman in
green, thank you for your honesty.
Kreskin the performer was extremely good. Kreskin the man was
extremely gracious. Isn't it a shame that after an experience like the
one he had on Wednesday night, we will probably never have the
privilege of seeing him here at Kean again .
Lauren Margolin

Finnerty Re_busted

October 5, 1978

Last Thursday in the Independent, in the column Roll Call, the author
brought up some interesting points about our government and the " shaft"
we receive. I would like to bring up a few more items that are related to
that column but were not mentioned.
Student Organization demands that the constitution of every organization be handed in on time or face the high punishment of the infamous
Gus Freeze. Who then should freeze Student Org. for not revising the
constitution in at least a decade or maybe more? I can just imagine how
many amendments have been added. Why the delay? According,to the old
constitution, students must vote to accept or reject any changes made in
the constitution.
Other questions I have asked myself and am now asking in print are:
How much does Student Org. have in reserves, $100,000 or $200,000? Why
the mystery? Is this legal? Should Student Org. be put on ice? Who do they
represent, themselves or the students?
Our chance to alter or abolish this Student Organization is· approaching. Students who feel shafted should get involved in the process and
suggest changes for the better. How do you, the students feel? We pay our
activities fee, it's our money and it should be spent on us and not put into
UNKNOWN INVESTMENTS. Students should question the legality of such
procedures; but how can you when none will tell you one definite thing.
Gino Abbate

The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to Hpress an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be llmlted to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

Dear Editor,
To Mr. Finnerty :
This may come as a shock to you, but there was, long ago, a gate
near the once famous Monmouth Road section of the fence surrounding KCNJ, by the south end of Bldg. 2.
It caused quite a stir back in 1974, when, just before Halloween, the
Monmouth Road residents finally succeeded in having the gate
_closed once and for all, however; all was not lost, for the night of the
All-College Halloween Party, some dissatisfied, impassioned ~:lorm
student struck a blow for independence by, in retaliation, disjoining
the new portion of fence. Needless to say, this caused quite a stir. In
fact, I belie¥e that I am correct in saying that it caused the last riot in

Kean College history. (We were all frustrated 60's co-eds). There were·
police on both sides, an excited crowd, news people, administrators,
the whole scene.
Obviously, the fence has since been restored, to the chagrin and
tired feet of many a car-less dorm student.
I hope that this moment in Kean College history has provided some
background. Hopefully it will make someone angry enough to even
do something concrete about the situation. (Pat Ippolito, are you .
listening)?
Also, Mr. Finnerty, suffice it to say that no one is trying to bust any
part of your anatomy in particular.
Very sincerely, ·
Jane Dunn

~
~

Raimondi's Insane ,
Dear Editor,
I'm writing to complain about the obvious misuse of a ticket to the
Bruce Springsteen concert at the Capital Theatre in Passaic. Evidently one of your so-called music critics got his hands on a ticket and
went to the concert . He obviously lacks both the perception and
talent of a critic, for he described Springsteen at the Capital as being
" Long, loud and Boring."
Unfortunately, I was unable to acquire tickets to attend this concert
as they were being scalped for upwards of $15. But I' ve seen Bruce at
the Spectrum and the Garden this year as well as hearing his broadcast over WNEW from the Capital. As my friends who were lucky
enough to obtain tickets to the Capital show will attest, Bruce puts on
a show which other musicians find hard, very hard to duplicate.
His original, fresh, powerful music can excite any theatre and bring
any crowd to its feet in appreciatien. As for comparing Springsteen's
songs to the Beach Boys', I find this to be an insult to the Boss's music.
My suggestion, gentlemen, is to make better use of any tickets you
might attain. Assign someone with musica! taste, and an eye for an
entertaining show next time.
Thank you,
John Colucci

RJl>IUUAL

~~

Thanks A.Lot
Dear ~ditor,
The Big Question?
How is it that a certain department in the Administration Building,
that claims, " they never make mistakes," did just thaH
On September 21 , 1978 they in fact presented, awards and citations, unduly earned, to some laggards and misfits.
By doing so, they literally gave a swift kick in the pants to all hard
working persons on this campus.
It serves no purpose to name the department or the persons involved . They know who they are .
Andrew F. Allen
Operating Engineer 1
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by Steve Shupp
President J.F.S.C.
Well fellow Greeks, it 's that
time again! Tomorrow is " Meet
the Greeks " night.
For anyone who doesn 't know
what " Meet the Greeks " is, it is a
party that is thrown by the InterFraternity-Sorority Council , with
the help of all of its member
organizations, where all people
who are interested in joining or
just meeting one of the groups.
The atmosphere is that of an all
college party. Free beer will be
served and music will be
provided.
Each
individual
organization will also have
various refreshments and will be

glad to talk to you about their
groups. Dress is casu al , but neat,
and a good time is guaranteed
for all who attend .
Remember ,
the
I.F .S.C.
Scholarship forms must be
mailed
by October 31st.
Pledging, which is sponsored by
1.F.S.C., is November 15-17, with
.the pledge show on Nov. 16.
More information will follow as
plans develop.
Nu Delta Pi would like to announce that it has a new hom e
off campu s. They will be meeting
at the College Inn , Liberty
Avenue in Hillside. All are
welcome to stop by any.Tuesday
night and join us.
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by Robert Kern
5) Look for the corkscrew.
Deep colour and big shaggy
6) Having (we will assume)
nose. Rather a jumbly, untidy found the corkscrew, unscrew
sort of wine with fruitiness
the cork somebody has left
shooting off one wa y, firmness
screwd on it, and open t he botanother and body pushing about tles.
underneath. It will be as com7) Find something to take the
forting and comfortable as the
gunk or crap off the bottlenecks
and take it off.
1961 Nuits-St-Georges once it
8) Decide that, while any fool
has pulled its ends in and settled
can tell when wine is cold, and
down.
That genuine extract from a nearly any fool knows nowadays
that red wine is not supposed to
wine journal is the sort of thing
that gets the stuff a bad name
be cold, hardly anyone knows a
with a lot of people who would
decent glass of it comes from a
bad one, and stick the bottles in a
_ enjoy if they could face it
seriously . Let it be said , once and saucepan of warm water.
for all, that talking about big
Now let 's contrast the
shaggy noses and so forth
procedure when serving beer :
receives a deeper and more
1) Do nothing at all until you
educated contempt from real
get to th table, beyond ensuring
wine-drinkers than from the
you have enough.
average , man in a pub. But,
2) At table, inquire, " Anyone
before I get to a more positive . for a beer? "
approach , let me describe, in
3) Subtract the number so
careful stages, not wha t you
signifying from the total sitting
should do when serving wine to down.
your guests but what you nearly
4) From larder or refrigerator
always do (if you are anything bring one can for each person
like me):
concerned, tear off the tabs and
1) Realize that They will bear- start pouring, in total certainly
riving in less than an hour and that it will be alright.
5) Say, " If anyone wants
you have done damn-all about it.
2) Realize, on your way to the anymore he's only got to shout. "
Stream lined
versions o f
wine ce llar, or wherever you
keep the stuff, that the red wine above :
1) Five minut_es before
to go with the roast beef will be
nowhe_re near the required everybody goes ' in ', put one can
room temperature if allowed to of beer at each place.
2) Let the sods open and pour
warm up unassisted.
3) Realize, on reaching the themselves.
stuff, that it has not had time to
The point is that wine is a lot of
settle after being delivered, and trouble, requiring energy and
that you should have realized six forethought. I would agree
weeks - or, if you have wanted without hesitation that (if the
comparison can properly be
to give Them a treat, ten years ago exactly what wine you were made at all) the best wine is
going to need tonight .
better than the best beer,

Those who take this view are in
a difficult position . The prowine pressure on everybody
who can afford to drink at all is
immense· and still growing. To
offer your guests beer instead of
wine is to fly in the face o f trend
in addition to established custom . It looks -and in some cases
it no doubt is - neglectful and
mean. Worse, it may seem
affected, bogusly no-non-sensical, and who should say, " tek
thi ale and be glad on it, lad ; it
wor good _
e nough for m i dad
home from pit and mi mam
home from mill " - an attitude
common enough among •
wealthy socialists, but hardly the
thing for you and me. Lastly, for
every secret beer-drinker yo u
may please by your policy, you
will displease at least one open
wine-drinker. The latter may not
know a Chablis from a Chateau
d' Yquem, be entirely motivated
by snobbery, but, under that old
basic rule, if he thinks he likes
wine, he likes·wine . What is to be
done?
I said right at the beginning
that you cannot give your guests
good drinks without taking a lot
of trouble, and even though the
trouble you have to take about
wine is extra troublesome, and
differs from the kind of trouble
you would take with (say) a dry
martini, whereas a hell of a lot of
trouble over wine is in itself no
guarantee - even so , we have to
soldier on with the stuff, relieving our feelings every now an
then with such things as the not
very balanced or tempetate outbursts near the start of thi s article. I have therefore devised:
The Wine-Resenter's

-4) Decide that They can bloody

although some would rather a

Short H•ndy Gulde

well take what They are given,
grab some bottles and take them
into the kitchen.

good Bud than something from a
green bottle with a label they
cannot read .

But my time for this week is up
so you'll get it next week. God,
what a cliffhanger!

Fall is an explosion - a riot of University
Coalition
on
Armory on Western Avenue. It
lor - a change which never Women 's Education and Mid- takes place on Friday, Saturday
rives quietly. To those of us dlesex County College present a and Sunday, October 6th , 7th,
ho have lived in the Northeast program entitled Research On
and 8th , and is the largest and
I our lives, it is something we and By Women . Taking place at most exciting gathering of the
e for granted. To someone the College Center on Wednes- crafstmen in the New York / New
o has just moved here, Fall is day, October 18th, and starting at Jersey area .
mething to be anticipated 9:30 a.m. , the program promises
Artists can exhibit their work
mething heard about as a to be stimulating and will cover a and participate in the Renaisilling experience.
variety of topics concerned with sance Fair, scheduled for Ochange will be the topic for
WOMEN such as: aging , tober 14th, and 15th, Saturday
cussion at WOMAN TALK on
children,
motherhood, and Sunday, it will take place at
dnesday, October 11th at education and others. The the Unitarian House, 165 Summit
on. Due to the fact that the deadline for registrat ion is O c- Ave., Summit, N.J. from 10 a.m .
ginally scheduled program , tober 11th, and further infor- to 4 p _m. The Renaissance has
terns in
Poetry,
now mation can be obtained at (201) been designed as an opporeduled f.or Oct. 25th, would 548-6000, extension 374.
t unity to acknowledge artists,
e occured on a Jewish
Rutgers is offering a series of musicians and actors and create
liday, Yorn Kippur, that courses under the heading of an atomosphere of excitement
gram has been re-sched- Human Services Courses . Being about the arts for their guests.
d. Women 's Experiences will
offered under the Continuing Entry blanks are available at the
the October 11th program . Education Unit and being non- Camus Center for Women and
se join us for a provocative credit courses, they are , for f urther information call
ience discussion.
however, useful to those in the Helen Horn, Artists' Liaison for
n Saturday, October 7th, the · helping professions as the _Renaissance Fair, 978, at 273annual Summit College qualifications toward career ad- 3666.
b Book Sale will be open at vancement. This can be of
a.m . at 10 A. Aubrey Street.
interest to nurses, LPNs, youth Personal: Recommendation is an interesting way to
workers, probation officers, reading The Wonderful Crisis of
d a few hours - browsing
police
officers,
counselors, Middle Age by Eda Le Shan ugh books, some out-ofclergymen , administrators, and she speaks very humorously of
others. For further information, that middle period , betwixt and
t and maybe, one, just the
con tact Leighton Dingley, 201- - between , which knows no age,
k you wanted but did not
t to pay full price for. The 932-7176 or Estelle Robinson , really - it is the feelings she addresses herself to. It makes a
opens with Children 's Day
201-932-7798.
The first weekend in October wonderful gift for a favorite
rida y, October 6th from 1 to
and
brings the Moristbwn Craft frie nd , mother, sister . - bargains!
Market to the National Guard delightful reading for yourself.
e New Jersey College and

by Paul Davis
Thomas Jefferson, I have been
going into the Student Org. offices every day this week and
have yet to find more than two
people at a time there. Last week
I told you that as students you
have a government that was
elected to REPRESENT you. You
will also remember that I told
you that we are all taxpayers in
this system because of the
student activity fee. But what
does thh mean? It simply means
that we pay ahead of time for services that might be delivered and
then again might not. To help insure that we get what we pay for
it becomes necessary to get involved. The pol itical process
works best when the people participate and only than €an we assure ourselves that the government will work on our behalf.
When Student Org. sets itself
up, as it has in the past, in an
adversary role to the needs of the
students then we as students
must do something about it, and
we can do something about it.
The student body can bring pressure on the Student Org. in a
number of ways with the easiest
being to go to our representatives and tell them how we feel.
We must also make sure that they
follow through on the things that
we tell them . The next few areas
take more time and be sum med
up in one word , involveme nt.
You must get involved in the affairs of the school, find out

what's going. on and do something about it. YOU are paying for
Student Org. YOU have a right to
tell them how to act and if you
run into any resistance come to
the INDY office and tell me, I' ll
tell everybody else. But please
for your own sake care about the
problem .

A dance ensemble that has performed in places ranging from
Ru mania to Trinidad, and from Israel to New York City, the All Nations Company will be dancing in Down s Hall tonight at 8:00
p.m . The audience will be invited to join the dancers in a
grande finale to this dazzling show .

•••

by Kevin Perrine
Another Political plus for the
President
had
been
overshadowed by the chief Diplomat's recent activity in f_oreign
affairs. This plus is within the
realm of Domestic Activity . Due
to the House-Senate Conference accord on the Civil Service
Reform Bill , it 's f ull Congressional approval appears extremely likely. The bill , which
attempts to improve the functioning of our enormous federal
bureaucracy, is a top domestic
priority of Mr. Carter's Administration . Whether or not this political plus will significantly improve the efficiency of our
government remains to be seen .
With congressional approval,
(still pending as of this writing) ,
the president will surely sign the
bill into Law. But why, one might
ask, is this such a political advantage for Jimmy Carter? The
answer is simple. He will be
fulfilling a campaign promise.
Throughout Mr. Carter's campaign he promised to make
government more sensitive, re-

(Continued on page 12}
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The All Col.ege PicniC ...

Photo by Ralph Abbate

The festivities included burgers, beverages, and other natural things.

Students on the grass enjoy the pleasant surroundings.

I

with the New Riders of ~e Purple Sage

John Dawson at right strums a few tunes

Photo by Ralph Abbate

New Riders of the Purple Sage captivating the audience

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Robert Hunter also performed at the picnic.

And after it's all over only the memory remains.
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First runner-u1

Homecoming Queen 1978
"'I

Kathy Grischbowsky, Homecoming Queen.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Tailgate Picnic

First runner.. up, Linda Groschadl.

Grand Prl

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Alumni members participate in the Tailgate Party.

Photo by Ra lph Abbate

Various artifacts on display during lnternation.al Student Association Day.

Once again Nu Delta Pi party hardJ

Photo by George Schifini

Ventriloquism was just one of the acts in "Funny
Business."

Kr

[a!
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Half-time Activities at the Football Gallle

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Elizabeth High School Marching Band provide spectators with half-time show.

ize Winners

Tailgate Party Judges

Administrators also participate in judging the Tailgate Party.

Photo by Joe Lear erwood Jr.

~skin captivates audience during his performance
t Wednesday night in the TPA.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo by Joe Leatherwood Jr.

Kreskin demonstrates the power of suggestion.

Amazing Kresk,n explains how the power of sugges·tion works.
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Edward Albee Live

ettin
T. Roth And Another Pretty Face . ..

by Fran Kava/er
On September 26, by invitation of the Townsend Lecture
Series, one of the world's leading
dramatists stepped onto the
stage of Wilkins Theatre before
an enthusiastic audience and
pattered , " First I shall tell you
who I am , and then I shall explain
how I got that way." ~
He was, or more accurately is,
Edward Albee . How he got that
way has involved a long and
complex evolution from six year
old poet to present day playwright and Pulitzer Prize winner.
For the first minutes of his lecture, Mr. Albee regaled the
audience with amusing recounts
' of his early literary endeavtrs,
dating back to childhood . _Thi s
was a time in his life when his
mother held the dist inction of
being his only criti c, and , as the
long haired , mu sta chioed author
of " Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woo lf? " quipped, "from what
I've seen, sh e was my most
perceptive."
An in sat iab le need to w rite
brought fo rth two novel s written
betwe en th e ages of fourteen
an d sixteen (1200 and 800 pages
respect ivel} ), and by his own adm issio n "the two worse novels
ever written by a teenager. "
i't w as d uring t h ese t eenage
ye ars that he on ce showed some
400 of his poems to aut ho r
Tho rnton Wilder who advised
young Albee that perhaps he
shou ld try h is hand at playwr it ing. Undau nt ed , it wasn 't unti l some years later, at twenty-six,
that h~ b egan to take Mr.
Wilder 's advice. Albee re alized
that for him, poetry was merely
" playing at being something. "
The year Edwa rd Albee turned
thirty brought with it not onl y a
birthday, but what wa s to be the
f irst o f th e eighteen plays he has
written to date, " Zoo Story. "
" Actually ,
stated
the
playwright , it was not my first. "
Elucidating further , " My first was
a 3 act sex farce written when I
was twelve . Set on an ocean
liner, it involved British nobility
and Noveau Riche Americans."
" However,"
confessed
the
author, " at the time my knowledge of farce was strained , my
knowledge of sex 'singular'."
Could this man who spoke
charmingly and unabashedly of
the earln ears be the same who
also ca r r i ed t he l abel of
" America 's angry young playwright? "

T. Roth and Another Pretty Face, a very po pular b and all over the Norzh eastern U.S. and Canada are
playing the Jersey Club circuit and if you tak.e good advice; Go see them!
The rela xin g m ood at CREATION w as shattered all over hell and .. . when T. and H is b o ys hit the stage.
Two one hour sets, a fa ntastic vi deo show, in perfect rhyme with the mu sic and a touch of un co mparable showmanship was all tha t was needed to rall y some couple h-undred rock enthu siasts to two stan ding ovations .
1
Terry Roth who sees himself as "the Marilyn Monroe of rock " is a dynamic performer as well as a
musical wizard. He writes all of the bands original material and masterminds the entire " show."
At one point, backed by a superb instrumental by Another Pretty Face, T. in a crouched position turned
lmperceptively the tone
himself to stone and stared wide eyed at the audience for what seemed like ten minutes without batting
shifted . Gone was the bemused
an eye. At other times his facial expressions heightened every not as he flitted aroun9 the stage and flirted
smile, replaced by the eyes · with the audience .
which penetratingly searched
Another Pretty Face, a reformed glitter act set themselves at the head of a· class of their own. Scorching
the audience. He vyas now a man
guitar work by Angelo Aremborgo were only matched by rapid, rabid keyboard work by Paul Scott, the
with a message; a message on the
bands resident " accomplished musician." With bassist Larry Carter, and Tony Bianco handling the perstate of the arts .
cussion end, T. has sewed himself up an act that could only lead to retirement at an early age.
"There is a deplorable lack of
Sources have it that a couple of top labels are eyeing the band and they are in the studios working on
relationship between the people
their first album hopefully to be released in February.
who make art and those whoEvery song that was done is without a doubt a prospective hit. Two good top notch rock pieces that
receive it," intoned the leccaught my ear were " Late Night Television " and " Loved Him liated Her. " They even did their own renditurer. "Why should we concern
tion of the Sinatra oldie " My Way ." '
ourselves with the condition of
A fantastic performance and an unbelievable band. T. Roth and Another Pretty Face can only be classithe arts? Because man is diffied as the epitome of twenty-first century rock . Look for them.
ferent from other animals only
Kevin Stevens
because he is the only one who
Music Box
consciously
creates
T0P TWENTY PLA YEO AT WKCU
Pieces qf Eight-Styx
art / metaphorto define himself. "
COMPILED BY FRED RAIMONDI AND EVAN NASH
" There are three functions of
Ever notice when a band goes
art," lj sted the author, " to ·commercial , they start to put out _
1. SOME GIRLS-THE ROLLING STONES-ROLLING STONES
educate, to inform, to change ." albums that appeal only to a very
RECORDS
Having traveled to the Soviet y"oung crowd that doesn '.t know
2. RUNNING ON EMPTY-JACKSON BROWNE-ASYLUM
Union and met with writers and very much outside of Kiss, Bay
3 . DARKNESS ON THE EDGE OF TOWN-BRUCE
artists of the Socialist Republic, City Rollers, etc? I was sure Styx
SPRINGSTEEN-COLUMBIA
Albee condemned the hierarwould follow the route after the
4.
CH UCK MANGIONE-FEELS SO GOOD-A&M
chy of t he "closed soci ety" as release o f the Grand Illusion. I
5. BOSTON - EPIC
" intell ectua l t h ugs and self per- got t he shock of my life. PIECES
6. JEFFERSON STARSHIP- EARTH-GRUNT
petuatin g b u reauc rats. "
O F EIGHT, t he new album
7. WARRE N ZEVON-EXCITABLE BOY-ASYLUM
" In A mer ica," he conti nued, d oesn 't even remotely resemble
8. E.L. 0.-0LH OF THE BLU E-JET RECORDS
"the arts are controlled by a ny t hing fro m GRAND
9. MEATLOAF-BAT O UT OF HELL-EPIC
people w ho w·a nt ar.t to be its ser- ILLUSION. Rathe r, it rem inds me
10. KANSAS-PO INT O F NO RETU.RN-KIRSHNER
vant. " Paralle ling political acti- of the style of th e EQU INOX
11. EDDIE MONEY-El)DI E MON EY-COL UMBIA
vism, Al bee p resented a corre- album . "Sing For The Day'' from
12. CO MMODORES-NATU RAL H IGH-MOTOWN
lation between the explosion in pi eces has that happy bou ncy
13. ELVIS COSTELLO-TH IS YEARS M OD EL-CO LU MBIA
the arts during the Eisenhower feel of "Light Up," while " 14. LYNRD SKYNRD-SECOND H EL PING-M.C.A.
Admi ni strat ion down to today. Queen of Spades" follows the
15. MACHO MAN-VI LLAGE PEOPLE-CASABLANCA
" Only 5% o f the popu lation goes structu re of " Suite : Madame
16. PINK FLOYD-DARK SIDE OF THE MOON-HARVEST
to the theatre. What passes Blue." Both songs start out slow,
17. UK-UK- POL YDOR
through serious th eatre is a but they rock out towards the
18. E.L.0 .-NEW WORLD RECORD-JET RECORDS
minority preoccupation ."
end .
19. EARTH, WIN D, & FIRE-ALL & ALL-CO LU MBIA
Th e house lights come up. The
20. FOREIG NER-DO UBLE VISI ON-AT LAN TIC
audi ence shifts uncomfortably in
Ja mes Youn g re ally stands o ut
t he ir seats, almost as child ren on th is . album . " Great W hite
mi ght w ho h_ave j ust bee n Hope," t hou gh not as cyni cal o r
Some Girls-The Rolling Stones
scolded . Alb ee ack now led ged accu si ng as " M iss · America,"
Must we constan t ly be sub- style. The Stones must know by
t he fact that he has ad monished touches upon t he career of a
jected to such nonsense? Seeing now tha t no matter what they
t he very same peopl e who make professional boxer who had _to ,., a ter rif ic band li ke the Sto nes record wil l sell trillions of copies
up the 5% of theatre goers, but it start out scratching and clawing
cutting this commercial j unk j ust so why not stick to the good
is t heir job to carry on the mes- his way to the top. Young even
because t his is the kind of music ·stuff? Wh y become so commersage.
sings a song written b y Dennis that sells, makes me sick l We cial that every t ime Stud io 54 is
Albee stood at the lecturn De Young - " Lords of the Ring."
have seen too many super artists seen on TV they' re playing " Miss
fielding
questions
expertly. (no relation to Tolkien 's trilogy).
go the way of commercialism You " ? I realize that this is great
Among those asked : Does he
(Elton John, the Who, and even publicity but come on guys . ..
write for himself or for an
And last but not least, Tommy
Dan Fogelberg to name a few) . YOU ARE THE STONES! You
audience? "I write for no one" Shaw penned a few memorable
Must the Rolling'Stones, perhaps don't need this kind of public-repli~d the author. I write numbers. One that really stands
the greatest rock group of all ityl Dylan is still around and you
because I must get it out of my out is " Renegade. " He even
time, follow this course too.
don't see him playing this kind of
head. A writer must do three wrote a little guitar instrumental
" Some Girls" isn't an all · " schlock I"
things. He must first have called "Abu-Abu" which fades ., together bad album but it is obThe release of "Some Girls"
something to say. He must be in at the end of the title track,
viously not the Stones as we has badly damaged the image_of
capable of saying it. He must "Pieces of Eight."
knew them in the "Gimme the Stones in my eyes. I sincerely ·
have someone who wants to
Shelter-Beggar's Banquet-Sticky hope that this sort .o f thing
The only gripe I have about · Fingers" days. They' ve even cut a doesn't happen to them again.
hear it. "
When asked what chance this record is that there are still disco version of "Miss You " in They are a super-group and
there would be for a young no songs written by either Chuck keeping with the times. Now, should remain so. When future
hopeful playwright, Mr. Albee of John Panozzo. Come on· you
I've always been quite an ad- generations want to know what
stated " the theatre is a hungry guys! You ' re the- driving force vocate of changing along with the Rolling Stones were like, I
pla ce . .. it is mu ch easier for a behind this band! How about t he times, but this is going too hope they listen to " Jumpin ' Jack
youn g playwright to be publi sh- getting your licks in on the next fa'rl When you are one of the Flash " and not " M iss You ."
ed than novelist or poet ."
album?
greatest rock bands in the world
Nancy Frank
Erik Schmei d ler you have t he power to put your
Managing Editor
Music Box foot down and stick to your old
Music Box

Coming Attractions by Townsend Lecture

WHO KILLED - JFK - An audio-visual presentation of th e basic
physical evidence of the Dallas assassination; mysteries cl ingin g the
role and motives of Oswald, Jack Ruby, etc., etc.
Thursday, October 12 at 8:00 p.m. in the Wilkins Theatre
RICH MASTEN - POET, SONGWRITER, philosopher will share his
guitaring and musi ngson life from a very interesting, ind ivi dua list point
of view.
Monday, October 16th at 8:00 p.m. in Willis 200
Rick will be visiting classrooms during the day
GHOSTS, WI TCHES & DEMONS - Ed and Lorraine Warren in a
program on haunted houses they have known . They are reall y serious
investi gators of th e occult and the.....barely believable.
Tuesday, October 17 at 12:15 in the Little Theatre.
And the Co-Curricular Program Board adds the celebrated and
magnificant
JOYCE TRISLER DANCE COMPANY
Tuesday, October 18 at 8:00 p.m. in the ~lkins Theatre

Long Live Rock and Roll-Blackmores Rainbow
Ritchie Blackmore has come a long way since he decided to leave Deep Purpl e. With his band Rainbow,
he has released two studio albums along with a live L.P. Now Rainbow has released their best Album yet
called " LONG LIVE ROCK AND ROLL," and Blackmore plays his best guitar since Deep Purple's " Burn."
With Ronnie James Dio on vocals, Cozy Powell on drums, Bob Daisley on bass and David Stone on keyboards. Together they have made Rainbow a tight band blending hard dri ving rock _w i_th a tou ch of cla~sical music. Blackmore plays aggressive guitar in every song of this album. He lets his listener know he is
one of rock's finest. Songs such as " Long Live Rock and Rol1 ," L.A. Connection and Kill the King proves his
point as guitar leads soar in and out of these songs .
.
''The Sked" written by Cozy Powell lets one know o f his writing ability, after playing with the Jeff Beck
group. Ronnie Dio has a grei)t vocal range, and his voice can be compared to the likes of Dal_try, Plant _a~ d
Gilliam. His vocal ability is dominen.t in concert as w ell.as on the album . Bob Daisley and David Ston~ fill m
on background and add the distinctive sound of the group. Ritchie and Rorinie hav~ written ~~o songs
that appear on the L.P. Sensitive To Light and Rainbow Eyes. Also Blackmore and D10 wrote Gates of
Babylon " which mixes rock and classical.
.
..
With this group Rainbow, Blackmore and D10, Powell and company-will be ever present on the music
scene well into the eighties.
Pat Hogan
Music Box
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By Alan Sears
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The Amazinf? K.'reskin /_Jazz/es
ci ls. The audience was instru cted to write down 7 or 8 thoughts
On Wednesda y, Sept. 27, a or phrases, dates, numbers, etc. ,
large and extremel y eager whi ch had personal meaning to
audience was amazed b y th e the individual. These thoughts
Amazing Kreskin .
were then sealed in an envelope.
The audience was restless but
Now comes the good part !
Kreskin set them at ease with
Kreskin did his thing. Kreskin
humorous tales of passed events. · verbalized different thoughts
Along with this conversation
and he had the person who they
he actually performed a magic belonged to stand. Then he went
trick w ith the assistance of two on to foresee certain thoughts
members of the audience. The about that person. In one
trick consisted of pulling a glass instance, he read the name of a
of water out of a black canvas bag woman 's daughter, her birthwhile the two members of the date, and the date of her husaudience held his wrists.
band 's death. These amazing acts
After demonstrating what he continued for about one and
does not do, " magic tricks," he one half hours.
The next part of the performdid what he does best , read
ance was hindered by the foul
minds.
antics of four audience particiKreskin joined the audience pants who hid Kreskin 's check
by handing out papers and penand instead of concentrating on

b y Ma gda Ga/is -Men endez

Nancy Crespo

students present ..
This organization has the
longest constitution . It is longer
than any constitution from any
other organization on campus .
Jose Quiles is still club advisor
and Sigfredo Carrion is co-advisor.
The meeting for both
organizations are held on Tuesdays at 1 :40 p.m . The Spanish
Club has its meeting in the
student center across from the
office. P.R.0 .U.D. holds its
meetings in Willis, 2018.
!Festival! The Cuban Committee like all other clubs, is working very hard.

On September 26, the Spanish
Cultural and Social Club had its
first membership meeting. The
attendance was' great! There
were at least 40 students present.
I was surprised to see that 23 of
the students present were new
on campus.
A brief history of the club was
introduced to the new members.
The constittution was also read
and explained .
The Vice President elected was
not able to perform his duties. A
new Vice President was voted in.
Those interested in the position
were : Walter Ramos, Aida Perez,
Maritza Grana
and
Diego
Quintero. Maritza Grana won
the position with 11 votes.
The board members of the
Spanish Cub are; Raul; Roger President, Martiza Grana ·- Vice
President, Cecilia Alvarez Recording Secretary, Magali
Rodriguez
Corresponding
Secretary, Henry Munoz
Treasurer, and Freddy Ayes Cultural Director.
.
P.R.0.U.D. also had its first
membership meeting in Willis.
There were approximatly · 25

On October 13, at 8-p .m., they
are presenting an " Hispanic
Folklore Festival ". There will
be " Danzas" from different
countries, Diana de la Vina will
play the piano, Maria Tobenas
will play the guitar and Freddy
Ayes will recite some of his
poems.
The event will be held in the
Little Theatre in the Student
Center. Admission is $1 .00 for
everyone . Outsiders are
welcomed.
There is much more to the
Civil Service Reform Legislation
than has been discussed here. l
merely want to point out that we
will probably have a new federal
law which is political potent. To
leave you with an air of pragmatic skepticism, only time will
tell whether · or not Carter (or
anyone else) can actually affect
broad improvements in the Administrative and or Bureaucratic
functioning of our Federal Government. P.S. If or when the bill
is signed into law, we will get
another chance to count Jimmy's
front teeth. A smile well
deserved.

Roll Call
(Continued from page 6)
sponsive and efficient. That is
quite a task. Since an accord , or
agreement, had been made in a
conference of members from
both Congressional houses the
bills passage seems likely. The
bill requires more accountability from Federal Civil servants . If
passed, the bill would also prohibit pay raises based solely on
tenure and would require that
increases in pay would depend
upon the merit and perform~-nce of each employee.

the hiding place, they concentrated on other places . Our
thanks to the lady who actually
confessed the truth and our
apologies for the jerk who rudely
denied the truth even though
the truth was revealed . Kreskin
managed to find his check with
the aid of the woman who
confessed , but the taxation on
his brain was tremendous. Then
there was an intermission.
Later Kreskin asked those who
wanted , to join him on stage
where he would attempt to have
the audience use their imagination into a state where suggestion is reality. Kreskin had the
audience cuddling their
imaginary birds or animals.
All in all the evening was truly
an amazing night and Kreskin is a
real showman in every sense of
the word .
seem to be played on all the
charts, interest in jazz is on the
increase.

by Russell C. Stokes
The topic of conversation for
todays article deals with what is
commonly known as the Jazz
snob. According to most of the
available information the jazz
snob is a near extinct cousin of
the classical music buff. You
know who they are, they' re the
people who think that there is
only one type of music that could
be considered " civilized. " Your
Aunt Minnie who listens to Igor
Stravinsky and considers him to
be the greatest thing since
generic drugs could fall into this
category. There is nothing wrong
w ith a person who has a different

folks) . But what really burns me
up is that these people refuse to
see the good music available in
other fields. The classic or rock
music fan believes that his particular taste should also be
everyone else's.
Since the inception of jazz, a
number of forms or types have
come to the forefront. Jazz is as
d iversified at an arrangement by
Cecil Taylor.
The Jazz Snob believes that
such artists as Roy Ayers, Pat
Metheny, Chuck Mangione and
George Benson have sold out. I
must vehemently protest and
disagree. Jazz in my opinion is

The Jazz Snob believes that a
true jazz artist must suffer or
starve before they become
successful. What law says that
any musician has to suffer before
he can pay his grocery bills.
Fusion artists in the past 5 years
have been able to keep jazz
alive. Traditional jazz gave way to
rock in the late sixties . It was obviously a very bad time for a.jazz
artist trying to make a living.
Musicians who play crossover
jazz or fusion art instrumental in
establishing jazz as a permanent
fixture in the music industry.
The Jazz snob believes that
these young jazz upstarts are
muddying the stream, with their
rock and contemporary backgrounds. For the most part, the
basis of improved sound is new
blood and fresh ideas. Young
talent abounds in the field and

perspective on music and what

not a. form of music that has to

only exposure

constitutes good music .
(Different strokes for different

follow strict tradition. The key to
good jazz is "experimentation."
The aforementioned artists
have really done alot for jazz. By
recording arrangements thai

number of fans. will keep the
sound new and improved. It is
quite apparent that fusion is here
to stay and that standards are still
being adhered to.

to a

growing

CCB Films Presents
The Sunday Night Movies
featuring

Looking For Mr. Goodbar
October 8 at 7 :30
in the TPA
25¢ admission
~

"ONEOf
ALTMAN 'S

'"ADI\UTAL

1,

DEST ALMS.
... ONEOf

COMC

-~

ASSAULT."

i

HIS FUNNIEST"

NOW\() 50-IICKCL

CRYAN'S LOUNGE

JACK Kt\Q.l
NC~'OIEEK

797 Sanford Avenue
Vailsburg, N.J.
372-9414
Thursday, October 5
Spice
A l\00£1\T ALTMAN fllM

•••

"A WEDDING'

Friday, October 6
Raintree County

DESI ARNAZ JR. CAROL OURNETTGEAALDINE CHAPLIN

•••

HOWARD DUFF

Saturday, October 7
Raintree County

MIA FAAPDW VITTORIO GASSMAN UWAN GISH LAUREN HUTTON
VIVECA UNDFOP.5 PAT McCORMICK DINA MEAAILL NINA VAN PALLANDT
(AND 32 ASSOI\TED fllJENDS. I\El.ATIVB. AND UNEXPECTED AAAIVAI.S)

I

TOMMYT HOMPSON ROl3ERTALTMAN
JOHN CONSIDINE PATRICIA RESNICK.ALLAN NICHOLLS RODERT ALTMAN

Tuesday, October 10
Big Edsel Band

~-~~ ~
WORID PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT NOW
-

-

CINEMA 3
(GuarantMd a.ting)
59th STREET AT THE PLAZA HOTEL
Tefephone R...,-vationt, 109m-9pm :

752-5959 or 752-1427

•••

- - - - LONO/SU.ND------

RKO PLAINVIEW

SUTTON
e?th STREET AT 3rd AVENUE
PL9 -1.11

PLAINVIEW SHOPPING CENTEft
SO. OYST£ft BAY ROAD,
PLAINVIEW
151811131-1333

-

•••

ROBERT ALTMAN&,JOHN CONSIDINE
(iii, A LION'SGATE FILMS PRODUCTIO~
c~
r•t1• M ""'flM(l offial lOI
COI.O.IY OIUJII

- - - - - MANHATTAN-------

•••

· Sunday, October 8
Shore Reunion Lynch Boys & Greue Band

CINEMA M.UIHASSET
2108 NORTHERN BOULE\IUIO
(Miracle Mite) MANHASSET
15181127·1300

Wednesday, October 11
Lynch Boys

•••

I,

1,

.

Sunday, October 15
Holme

Ttekets Hekt Until One Hour Before

Chosen Performance.
-

-

-

- - WESTCHESTEII

a.a.MOSS·
MOVIELAND
2100 CENTRAL PllllK No/£NUl
YONKERS
1111417930002

- - --

- - - - - NEWJERSEY---

B.S. MOSS'
BERGEN MALL CINEMA
BERGEN MALL SHOPPING CENTER
ROUTE • • PARAMUS. NEW JERSEY
I201 I M ~ 9

-

-

UARIALT0#2
2t50 E. BROAD STREET
WESTFIELD, NEW JEIISEY
12011 232-12H

Kitchen Open Every Day
From 11 a.m. till midnight

-

Attention Freshmen
Deadline For
Applications For
Freshmen Class
Officers Are Due
Tomorrow By 4 P.M.
In Valerie Allen's
Office, Vice President
of Student Or .

BENEFIT CO NCERT TO S AV E TH E
WATCH UN G R ES ERVATION
FROM THE DESTR UCTION OF
INTER STATE 78
Featuring:
"D EALERS CHOICE"
Place:
Evergreen Lodge, 52 Evergreen Ave.
Springfield, N .J. off of Springfield Ave.
Date:
Friday, October 13, 1978 - 8 p.m.-1 a.m .
(D RI N K S SE RVE D - NO MI NORS)
Donation:
$2.00 - proceeds for the Parkland Preservation fund

CCB DRAMA

presents
A NATIONAL PLAYERS
SHAKESPE}\RE FESTIVAL
in the Wilkins Theatre
of the
Performing Arts

"ROMEO AND JULIET"
Monday Evening, Oct. 16th
at 8:30 p.m.

"TAMING OF THE SHRE.W"
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 17th
at 2:00 p.m.

Fo r further informati on ca ll 789- 1984

Free Tickets required
'Tickets ava ilable at the
CCB Office

,
Thursday, October 5, 1978
9:00 a.m.-5 :00 p.m .
12:00 noon
12:15 p.m .
2:00- 4 :00 p.m .
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
7:00- 9:00

Friday, October 6, 1978
9:00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
6 :00-11 :00 p.m .
6:00- 1 :00 a.m.
9:00 p.m .

KIT Workshop
Grants Seminar Open House
Co-Curricular Program Board Presents:
" Fading Dreams" Magic Show
Counseling
Third World Movement Gospel Choir
All Nations Dance Company presented by
Co-Curricular Program Board

Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge

KIT Workshop
Student Council Meeting
IFSC " Meet the Greeks" Social
Spanish Social Club

Mtg Rm A
Mtg Rm A
College Ctr. Cafe
Grill Rm

Sociology & Social Work

W100

Alpha Kappa Alpha Meeting
Kean College Chamber Orchestra
Delta Sigma Theta
Mass
CCB Film : " Looki ~g for Mr. Goodbar"
25¢ admission

Mtg Rm A
Wilkins Theatr~
Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm

Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
PA141
Downs Hall DR II

Saturday, October 7, 1978
9:00 a.m .-5 :00 p.m.

Sunday, October 8, 1978
2:00-7 :00 p.m .
3:00 p .m .
3:00-5 :30 p.m.
6:00 p.m .
7:30 p.m .

Wilkins Theatre

Monday, October 9, 1978
1:30 p.m .
5:00- 8:00 p.m .
7:30- 9:30 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 p.m.
7:40 p .m .

Co-Curricular Program Board presents :
" Poetry in a Jukebox"
, The Form of Furn iture - Works by
Kean Artist Craftsmen
CIAO "The Italian Club"
Omega Psi Phi
Rotaract Club

S.L. Ltl Thea.
Col. Ctr. Gal. V.E.
Alumni Lge
Meg Rm A
W1.02A

Tuesday, October 10, 1978
10:00 a.m.-2 :00 p.m.
12:15- 1 :30 p.m.
1 :40- 2:55 p.m.
II

-~"
\
••

,,

7:40-10:10
p.m.
,,

I ,,

5 :00-11 :00 p.m .
8:00-11 :00 p .m.

The Form of Furniture
(through Nov. 1st)
Christian Prayer
Third World Movement Lecture
IVCF
Outing Club
IFSC
Latin fraternity
Ed . Arts & Systems
Ed . Policy Science
Circle K Club
Chem-Physics Club
Assoc. for Computing Machinery
FASA
Council for Exceptional Children
lnt' I Student Association
School of Education Curriculum Comm .
SSPE - George Stang
EEO
Pre Law Club
Recreation Association Mtg
Council for Exceptional Children
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigm Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Circle K Club
lfSC Tea
Omega Psi Phi Meeting

Col. Ctr. Gal.
Vaughn Eames
Doug. Hall 3 fl.
Little Theatre
J101
J130
W207
W200

W100
W309
J143
C218
CSS106
VE112
J137
J102
H122
J100
T115
J103
W201A
T210
W1.09

W402B
W413
J136
J141
J142
1144
J143

B208A
B124B
T112
VE207
VE211
VE311
B122
Mtg Rm B
Mtg Rm A

Wednesct.y, October 11, 1978
12:00 noon
12:00 noon
3 & 8 p.m.
7:00 p .m .
7:30-9:00 p.m.

S/ A presents: " Just Us"
Woman Talk
S/A film: " THX 1138" free
Evening Student Council Coffeehour
Recreation Association

Sloan Lge
Alumni Lge
Little Theatre
Hutch. Bruce
Townsend Lbbs
Alumni Lge

-
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FON SALE:
1971 Pontiac Grand Pri x. Lt . Blue
with white interior Excellent condition, PS, PB, PW, AC. 4 brand
new tires, new battery. new brak.es.
Ca ll 35 1-4729 after 5:30 except
l'uesda ys.

FON SALE
Peugueot UlOII ten speed bike
racer, reg. SlllO will sell for Sl20 or
best offer. Cannon AE-1 55 mm lens
w/ case S225. Akai Cassette Oeck
w/ do lby glass/ferrite / head SlOO.
l'echnic PLI00 turntable w/shure
cartridge S75.. Technic recei ver
2040. 5 1110 . Ounaco bookshelf
speakers. Pair S70. All in excellent
condition . Ca ll 352- 11197 o r contact
Jimi Bell Ill Student Center.

MASS ON CAM PUS
Sponrnrt!cl hy:
Catholic cam pus Ministrv
l:.very Sunday l:.vening ·
6:00 p .m .
lirowsing Room
( Near liookstore)
A ll students. start &
faculty invi ted
to atte nd
Spiritual &
Material
Refres hme nt s availa hle
!'L EASE COM E
AN U JOI N llS!!

INDEPENDENT

Applications for t he Pre CPA option in accounting are available from the faculty secretary.
De pa rtment of Manageme nt Sciences. Eco nomics a nd Geography, Room J309. The requireme nts fo r the o ptio n a re as fo llows:
Stude nts m ust have
I . bee n acce pted as a Majo r in Ma na gement Science
2. a n overall g. p.a. of a t least 2.5
3. a g.p.a. of a t least 3.0 in M a nage ment Science co urses, incl uding gra des of B o r bette r in
Pri nciples of Accounti ng I and 11.
4 . signed a "declarati on of inte nt" t o sit for the C PA e xaminat io n afte r gradua t io n.
T hose interested and eligible should secure the applicat ion. Ad viseme nt fo r the program wi ll ee
scheduled. during the wee k of Octo ber 9th thru 13th. O ffi ce ho urs wi ll be posted in the
de partment .

Want To Mak e New Friends
And Ha ve Some Fun'!
Come ,,P arty Arid

Ml!.,ET THE GREEKS!
KEAN COLL EGE
O UTI NG CLU B
T he Ou ting Club is once agai n in
full gear. We have gone back packing. cross country skiing. hiking.
sailing, canoeing. and parachuting.
Last semester's back pac king trips
ha ve included spe nding s prin g
break in beautiful Shenahdoh .
Virginia. weekends in the Catski lls
and South Jersey . We we nt hiking
in Watchung and Stokes State
l-orest. canoed down the Delaware
and sai led on a 70 foot Yawl in New
York harbor.
•
Over the s ummer some ol our
members · travelled
to
Mt.
M.cKinley. Alaska and to the Green
and White Mountains ol New
1:.ngland.
I his year we are planning a trip
tor every weekend along with day
trips. Our schedule is still being
planned . II you wish t o participate
in a ny trips we have planned. or
have ideas ol your own . fee l
welcome to come to our meetings .
every ·1uesday at I :40 in J 130 .

WKCU, Kean College
Radio, presents "Roundup," a new and diversified
program featuring News,
Sports, Campus Happenings, Goings On in the Music
World and more . . .Tune in
each Friday at 5 p.m. for
Roundup.

Come To The

ext Coffeehouse At
Kean

Featurin~:
Bob Mele
Tom Merlo
Joe Cherepon
Chris Macey
Pia Nossilli ·
and Owen Plotkin

plus many more friends
Thurs., Oct. 12 at 8:30
in Sloan Lounge
Anyo·n e interested in performing
visit CC-112 and sign up

CHRISTI A N
Q UIET
PRAYER
Every T uesday
12: 15- 12: 50 p.m .
Dougall Hall 3rd floor
Catholic Campus
Minist7 Room
(Next to
WK CU)

Sponsored by:
Cat hol ic
Ca mpus Minist ry
NO PR E VIO US
EXP E RI E NCE
N ECESSARY

Where: Kean College Student Ce nter
When: F ri. , Oct. 6, 1978
Time: 8 p.m. - I a. m.
FR EE BEER
D .J. MUS IC
SPRI NG 1979 SEMESTER
Advance Registration Material Distribution
Advance Registration for Spring 1979 will take place between October 3 1
and 12 :00 noon on November 10. 1978 . Regis tration wi"lt be open to all
matricu la ted and non-matriculated students who have attended Kean
College ol New Jersey in the Sprin g ol 1978 . or. Summer 1978. or. Fall 19 78.
Advance Registrati on material will be distribu ted as follows:
-TOWNSEN O HALL LOBBY
'
·Oct.JI. ov.1.2
ll :00a.m.-7:30p.m.
After November 2, Advance Registration material may be picked up in
the Registrar's Of li ce during regular office ho urs (8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
EVENING OFFICE - Jl06
Oct. 31. Nov. 1.2.6.7.8.9
3:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
Sat.. Nov. 4
8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
DEADLINI:. l-OR S BMISSION
12 NOON. l-RIDAY. 1'.OVEMBE:R 10.

ATTENTION!
Graduation is not an automatic process·. It is the
student's responsibility to apply. More than a
thousand seniors have already requested "Graduation Applications" for the 1979 acade~ic year.
Candidates who filed for February, 1979
graduation recei ved preliminary notice of defic- ·
iencies prior to the Fall , '78 in-person registration.
)"hese students were able to adjust' their Fall , '78
schedules accordingly.
The June and August , 1979 candidates who
return their graduation forms prior to November
I , 1978 will be notified of any deficiencies before
the Spring, '79 in-person regi-stration. These
students will be able to alter their schedules before
the Spring semester begins.
If you anticipate February, June, or August,
1979 gr_aduation and have not requested graduation forms, do so now. Graduation applications
are available at the Registrar's Office, located on
the first floor of the Administration Building.

The cast has been selected for Kean College Theatre Se ries'
production of " Pippin ." Over 80 st ude nts auditioned for roles
in the play. Some of the roles have been double-cast wit h these
actors alternating in each performance of the pla y.
This Fall's production features Barry Burns as th e Leading
Player, Will iam Fowler and Gene Craig play Pippin, Brian
Conger and Gary Reddick as Charles, Tim Stevens and John
Elliot as Lewis. Rosemary Iossa is cast as Fastrada, JoAnne Giannotto and Yvonne Lorenzo are Catherine, Fran Kovaler alil'd
Debra Loftin play Berthe, and Darryl Sterns plays Theo.
Other pla yers include Chr is Arena , Loyad Booker, Peter
Burneko, Ri chard Davis, Roger Fluet, Myles Reill y, Paul Rubin,
Ira Stei man , Bre nda Beirne, Theresa Camp bell , De bbie
Clickenger, Me g Fox, Ba rbara Maher, De bb ie Pe hta, Sharo n
Wiener a nd De bbi Zarra.
Francine Bernstein, Jeff Meyer, Audrey Palmatier, Matt Bernier, Ira Steiman and Sharon Wiener will head the production
staff and crew.
" Pippin ," Broadway's award winning musical set in the time
of Charlemagne and the holy Roman Empire, is coming to
Kean, November 10th, 11th , 16th, 17th and 18th.

Garden State Graduate Fellowship
Applications Now Available
T-106, T-107
25 $4,000 fellowships to be awarded to N.J. residents planning to enter a N.J. graduate school Fall 1979.
G R E's must be taken by October 21, or latest December 9,
1978.
Decisions will be based on high academic achievement.

Deadline for filing applications February 1, 1979.

LOST YOUR COOL?
CALL HOTLINE

527-2330
527-2360
289-2101

Mon-Fri.
9 a.m .-1 a.m.
Sat . & Sun.
2 p.m.-1 a .m.
Located in
College Center

Student Activities Fair
Music, Refreshments, Fun
· October 18th on
Hutchinson Lawn
Groups interested in
advertising themselves at
the Fair, please contact
Cl:143 - 527-2044

j

'
'
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Recreation l{oundup.
REC REA TIQNAL SPORTS. ..
The Flag Footbal l regu lar
season w ill begin on Su n ay, O ctober 15. Al l games w ill be p layed
on Sundays (fiel d to b e announ ced ) fro m 10:00 a.m .-3: 00
p.m. Exhi bit io n gam es wi ll be
played on Sun day, O ctober 8.
We invi te you to com e down to
spectate t hese excit in g ga mes.
SPORTS CLUBS . ..
The Depa rt m ent of In tramural- Recreat ion al Sports urges
all interested person s to join a
sports club. Basically, th e cl ub
program provides t hose w ith
homogeneous sports interests
t he opportunity of enjoy ing
these interests together. Prese ntly we have five clubs under our
department. If you are
interested, call the club advisor
or attend the organizational
meeting.
SKI CLUB
Advisor: Dan Goldstein, 8469517
Meeting: Second organizational meeting Tues., Oct. 10,
1 :40-2:55, Rm. D125B D ' Angola
Gymnasium.
YOGA CLUB
Advisor: M ike McHugh, 3506509
Meeting: Every Tuesday, 1 :402 : 55
p . m.
in
D ' Angola
Gymnasium Rm . D-127
KARATE CLUB ,
Advisor: Chris Caggiano, 7465868
SCUBA
Advisor :
Alex
Bittman ,
985~ 2206
MEN'S VOLLEY~ALL CLUB
Advisor: Dr. Joseph Errington , 527-2546
Meeting: Tuesday, October
17, 1 :40-2 :55 p.m. in D' Angola
Gymnasium Rm D-127
OPEN RECREATION • ..
WEIGHT ROOM
Monday-Friday, 12:00-11 :00

p.m .
Satu rday- Sunday, 11:00-4 :00
p.m .
SWIMMING POOL
(Daytime) M o nday, Wednesday, Friday, 12:15-1 :30 p.m. ;
Sa tu rda y-Sunday,
11 :00-4:00
p.m .
(Evenings) Mon day, Tue?day,
Frid ay, 5:00-10 :00 p.m .; Wed nesday, 8 :00-1 0:00 p .m .; Th ursday,
6:00-10:00 p .m .
MAIN GYMNASIUM
Mo nd ay-Fr id ay, 3 : 00 - 5 :00
p.m . - 7: 00-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday, 11 :00-4 :00
p .m .
....
GYMNASIUM D
Monday-F ria ay,
3: 00-11 :00
p.m .
Saturda y-Sunday, 11 :00-4:00
p.m .
We remind all participants that
a current valid I.D. card is
mandatory in order to use the
recreation facilities. These cards
must be presented to the recrea tion supervisor upon entrance to
any facility, NO EXCEPTIONS TO

.,All women interested in
trying out for the College
Swim team
Pre-season
meeting,
Thursday, October 12 at
3:30 p.m. in Room D125A.
Come and meet our new
coach!

•

I

COMING UP . ..
Three Player Basketba ll deadline is O ctober 20. Let us rem in d
you o f proper sign up procedures for Intramural Sports.
1. Sign up for activity in th e Intra mural Sports O ff ice, D-114,
D'Angola Gymn as ium, as an individual player, or p ick up a
roster fo r a Team Entry.
2. All entries are du e by 12:00
noon on the date indi cated .
3. All individual entries or a
team
representative
MUST
attend the indivated organ izational meetings.
We encourage all students,
faculty and staff (that means
women too) to take f ull advantage of the programs offered.
Recreation is RE-CREATION . .
.So recreate, for the health of it!

For further information call
527-2229, 527-2250.

The Department of
Intramura l Recrea tio nal
Sports is sponso ri ng
The Kean College

SKI CLUB
a divisi on ot t he clu b sports
program
There will be an orga ni za tion al meeti ng Tues., O cto ber 10,
1978 during th e College free hour
(1 :40-2: 55) in room 125, D'An gola
Gym . Ski trips ar1'd other ski cl ub
activities will be discu ssed. All
skiers must attend .

·'" .'

Join us for three weeks of high
excitement.
Sure, we11 teach you basic
wilderness skills.
But the point is , we'll teach you
how to cope with life wherever
you live.
You can learn you have the
power to do almost anything you
really want to do . Surprising, this
new self-confidence.
All this we call "survival." And it
might just last you a lifetime.

Soccer Team Routs Trenton
The Kean College Soccer
Team ranked 5th in N.J . routed
highly ranked Trenton 5-1
(ranked 2nd in N.J.). Among the
goal scorers were Al Checclio,
with 2, Phil Anderson with 2 and
Tom Durkin with the last tally. Al
Anderson
(another
scoring
threat) aided in the team 's victory with 2 assists. Frank Sanchez
late in the second half took an indirect kick and calmly passed the
ball to unma,ked Durkin who
easily scored the last goal which
seemed to take the wind out of
Trenton 's sail.
As well as the offense is··
playing, the defense seems to be
doing what the book says, keep
the ball out of the net. On Saturday it took a perfect slot from
Trenton to penetrate the Squire
defense. The backs seem to han-

THINK SNOW

~-~~

•• 'f•~

..

Send me full information .

Ou twa rd Bo u nd . Dept. CS .
165 W. Putnam Ave ..
Greenwich. CT 06830 .
Ph one to ll fre e (800) 243-8520.

Name
Street ·
City

Sta te

Zip

Sc h ool
Pho ne
Ca n oei n g
White wa ter
rafting

American

Photol(raphy : Jon a tha n T. Wr l ·ht

Sailin

die any situation. The defense
consists of Tom Lecalvez, Frank
Sanchez, Moses Alewi and
freshman Joe (Rico) Petrocelli.
Not enough can be said about
the Squires as a team . The halfbacks (Tom Durkin, Mike Torre,
and Lenny Marino) have done
their job of putting the defense
and offense together as one. The
Squires could not be complete
without the substitutes. Depth is
one of their strengths. Player
Aguirre, Whiting, Pusillo,
Boeglin and Kalteubach have
filled in ably on many occasions.
Outstanding in goal was Ron Arnold making the saves and clearing the ball.
Kean next plays Ramapo at
home Saturday, Oct. 7 at 11 :00
a.m. and hosts Montclair on
Wed., Oct. 11 at 3:00 .m.

lt. ;,·, ·~~

Check t he courses that tnte rest you .

®

Ca-,cer Society

,,
Football (Varsity)
Friday, Willi am Paterson State, Away, 8:00 p.m .
Football (Junior Varsity)
Mon day, Trenton State, Away, 4:00 p. m.
Soccer (Varsity)
Satu rday, Ramapo, Ho me, 11 :00 a.m .
Wednesday, Montclair State College, Ho m e, 3: 00 p.m .
Soccer (Junior Varsity)
'
Wedn esda y, Mont clair State College, Away, 3:00 p.m.
Tennis
~
Friday, 'Satu rd ay, and Sunday are
Regional Champ ionships at New Pal tz
Wednesday, New York U niv. , Hom e, 3:30 p.m .
Volleyball (Varsity)
Thursday, Ru tgers U niv., Hom e, 6:00 p.m .
Frida y, Brooklyn College, Awa y, 6:00 p.m.
Mond ay, Hofstra / Stony Brook at Hofstra, Away, 6:00 p.m.
Wednesda y, U psala Co llege, Away, 7:00 p.m .
Volleyball (Junior Varsity)
Thursday, Rutgers Univ., Home, 6:00 p.m .
Friday, Ocean )West Poin t Prep at Ocean , Awa y, 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday, FDU Rutherford, Home, 6:00 p.m.
Field Hockey (Varsity)
Thursday, Rutgers Univ., Home, 3:30 p .m.
Saturday, Adelphi Univ., Away, 1 :00 p.m .
Monday, Hofstra Univ., Home, 4:00 p.m.
Field Hockey (Junior Vanity)
Today, Rutgers University, Home, 3:30 p.m .

THIS POLI CY. W e urge you to
coopera te in o ur endeavo r to
operate a safe and orga nized
faci lity.

CONT ACT LENS
WEARERS
Save money on your brand
.name hard or soft lens supplies.
Send tor free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supply Center, 341
£:. Camelba ck, Phoenix, Arizona
8501 2.

''Wo
thanks,
7:Hratfier
fiave
antg,yle:'

This Week in Sports

•

Desert exped ition s _
Wilderness
bac kpac k ing
Mountai n eerin_g

No experie nce necess ary.
Outward Bound a dm its stud e nts of any
sex. race. color and national or e thnic
origin . We a re a no nprofit orga nization.
S chola rships a va ila ble .

•
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( or someone like y ou)
Someone interested in making
our newspaper great,
fantastic, and loveable
(along with help from
· our established staft)

[l~lf @(!JJlf V@(WOO ~oo~ffe\1r□w~ ~~~oo@a~~
□~ )lf[XI~ □ ~[ID~(f)~~[ID~~il
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reporters
writers
photographers
typers
proof readers
Come to the Independent office
between 1 :30 & 4 P.M.
Tomorrow
Refreshments will be served )
)

The College ·Center Board

presents

PETER GABRI EL
in Concert
.

, · October 9, 1978 at 8:00 P.M._
at the Wilkins Theatre
for the Performing Arts ·
Tickets are on sale at the
CCB Office in the College Cent~r
_
after l2: 15
Tickets are $4.00 each and
Student ID is required for purchase
Course Schedules and paid
tuition bills are acceptable 1·D's.

•

